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Playtesting. Why is it worth every penny and can be a real
game-changer.
This research is aimed at exploring how developers approach playtesting, what outcomes they
expect from them, what difficulties they encounter, and how they overcome these challenges.
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Playtest, or users/player/UX research, is an essential part of the game development process.
These co-op activities provide gamers opportunities to explore the mechanics, levels, and
ideas, and they help developers to make games in a shorter time with much lower costs.
Playtests and marketing should start at the concept stage of a game’s development. Ideally the initial research should be completed before laying down the first line of code or a sketch.
Based on the feedback of testers, developers can understand the pain points and motivation of
users, build their games around these needs, and even change the initial concept. 

Playtesting results affect marketing strategies and help to forecast the revenue for the game.
It plays a significant role in determining the business model. Testers from the playtest target
audience can potentially be the first customers (early adopters) of the game. The marketing
department should be somewhat involved in the testing, as it will make the distribution and
promotion process easier and more efficient in the future.
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Playtests that are focused on the technical side of the game can be done automatically with
different types of software. They’re intended to make sure that the core and server systems are
responding correctly, with the main focus being on the game engine itself as well as the system
integrations. User experience, gameplay mechanics, etc., where the technical and marketing
sides of the game meet, is usually tested manually using, for example, surveys, interviews, and
hands-on demos.

To test their builds, developers can use in-house testers (and invite colleagues from other
departments) or external groups of people can be attracted. The only way to get valuable
insights is to attract real players to test the game. Friends and colleagues will always be
biased, and people from the gamedev industry as well as research specialists will have modified
perception. Only players from the target audience or a wider group of potential users will help
you build something new and enjoyable.

Playtests, like other research projects, can be split into two categories: qualitative (this type of
research answers “how” and “why” questions) and quantitative (which answers “how many/
much”). The goal of a quantitative approach in playtesting is to find numeric estimates, and
the goal of qualitative playtests is to find out more about emotional and behavioral reactions,
players’ motivations, and their perception. 

In the playtesting field, an example of an instrument for studying reactions and their sources is
dual recording: i.e. recording the respondent's screen as well as their face. Before COVID,
hands-on controllers could be recorded as well (how someone is holding a device, how they
shake it, hit it, etc). In terms of mobile games, observations are made on where the player tries
to click as well as what objects or buttons they perceive as interactive ones (when it could be a
part of a background). Other components like motivation and perception can only be studied
via different kinds of interview approaches. 
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Playtests classification
How do developers approach playtesting?
Automatic

Low Layer
Unit tests to make sure that all basic things like scripts output of
the game or application are working correctly

Middle Layer
To make sure that back-end systems are responding correctly
and/or that the monetization platform is doing what it should

Top Layer
Testing of the gameplay mechanics, user experience,
identification of residual bags, etc.
Player Involvement

Whom do developers invite for playtests?
In-house Participants
Developers / QA specialists test their own builds inside the company
Colleagues from other departments

External participants
Family and Friends
Close Partners
Investors
Experts

Target Audience
Publicly Open Testing

What are the types of playtests?
Quantitative
A/B

Survey

Experiment

Qualitative
Observation

Participant Observation
Example: Researcher pretends to be the object of a study. It allows

for maximum sincerity of players
Non-participant Observation

Example: Dual recording: of the respondent's screen and their face

when they are playing

Interview
Expert Interview
Example: Someone has experience in successfully launching a

game in a region and they want to launch this game in another
region.
Customer Interview
Example: Potential future player of a game answers questions

about in-game mechanics

Focus Group Interview
Example: When a developer wants to occupy a certain niche and
understand requirements to evaluate their possibilities, expertise,

budgets, and to state tasks for the team
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Gaming companies use different approaches when it comes to playtesting: big studios
assemble research teams and develop their in-house testing services, while others use
external test automation software which can be added into the project (like GameDriver) or
outsource playtests to an agency (like Sense.Vision). In-house playtests are cheaper and more
secure, but only if a company has 10+ projects and 3–4 games to test at the same time.
Agencies usually have wider expertise and are able to recruit audiences and conduct playtests
faster.

The process of finding external game testers can be challenging. Companies can recruit
people who have already worked with them or find enthusiasts on Facebook and Twitter. It is
also effective to create Discord groups to get useful feedback from volunteer testers. There are
some special platforms that can help to gather a focus group; for example, usertesting.com
connects companies and testers that fit a given profile. Using this service, developers schedule
calls and pay per player. Due to the complexity of conducting stress tests with real users, a
studio can also use special tools that simulate them.
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The frequency of testing is dependent on the company size, number of builds, capacity,
roadmap, and budget. Playtests have to be conducted consistently or when a developer needs
to make a game-changing decision. Tests with in-house participants can be done weekly or
even daily, especially when there’s in-house software or enough budget for outsourcing, while
tests with real players, especially manual tests, require additional team resources or budget for
outsourcing.
Among the main problems in conducting playtests, developers note difficulties in selecting the
target audience. Developers also fear for security when they provide access to the game to
testers. The testing process and results analytics are very resource-intensive, and there is also
the human factor with human limitations: blurry eyes, loss of concentration, etc. Many studios
don't test games often enough, even though they would like to. External playesting agencies
and platforms can help indie developers by recruiting a target audience or creating a userbase
for testing, as well as improving security by providing legal support for developers and testers.
Interviewees see the future of playtesting in the automation of technical tests, which will free
up testers' time for more creative tests that automated software cannot do. The main goal of
playtest automation in GameDriver, for example, is not to replace testers, but to free up their
time so testers can be sure that the core functionality works correctly and focus on other
characteristics that make a game enjoyable. 

Experts also consider integrating research into gameplay and creating a special version of a

game where players will be informed of an ongoing study while playing. Sense.Vision, for
example, is working in the direction of dedicating playtesting analytics to algorithms or AI
(artificial intelligence). It doesn’t mean that there will be no people; they will just solve tasks of a
higher level and have more opportunities to make much higher quality games.
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Key Takeaway #1: Playtests goal
Playtest, or users/player/UX research, is an essential part of the game development
process. These co-op activities provide gamers opportunities to explore the
mechanics, levels, and ideas, and they help developers to make games in a shorter
time with much lower costs. Playtests and marketing should start at the concept stage
of a game’s development. Ideally - the initial research should be completed before
laying down the first line of code or a sketch. Based on the feedback of testers,
developers can understand the pain points and motivation of users, build their games
around these needs, and even change the initial concept. 


Playtesting results affect marketing strategies and help to forecast the revenue for the
game. It plays a significant role in determining the business model. Testers from the
playtest target audience can potentially be the first customers (early adopters) of the
game. The marketing department should be somewhat involved in the testing, as it will
make the distribution and promotion process easier and more efficient in the future

Joseph Kim
LILA Games
CEO

The expectations from the results change depending on what stage of development you are at. For
example, you can do playtests to determine monetization or to look at the general feel of the game,
etc. That is why expected results are different in different situations.

Urooj Iqbal
Playdew
PR-Manager

What Urooj enjoys about gaming is that the marketing starts right at the stage of developing the
game idea. It happens because a game is not a usual product; it is a whole experience. So, the
biggest mistake made by developers is that they do not involve marketing and consumer behavior in
the game development process, which makes both development and distribution harder.
Testing for marketing purposes may be a bit expensive. But if you don't focus on that, it can turn out
to be even more expensive if, during the last stages of development, you realize that you were
targeting the wrong people the whole time.
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According to Urooj, playtesting affects many stages of development and distribution of games such
as
The whole user’s experienc
The whole gamepla
Marketing strategie
Revenue estimates
Even if the developers say they aren’t making a game for the money, in the end it’s always about
money. Without money you will not be able to maintain the development of the game, so you always
need to think about it at the beginning of development. You need to sell your game, but that is
impossible without playtesting.
A/B testing in games helps to increase player retention, conversion rates, and app revenue. Tests can
be done from all the departments. Playtesting is not only about development bugs; it depends on
how you go about it.

Tamir Nadav

Super Evil Megacorp
Operations Lead

Goals of playtesting depend more on the type of the game and not on the platform. For example, for
games that are being sold on a subscription basis, retention is more important than it is for games
that are free but have in-game purchases.

Shane Evans
GameDriver
Co-founder

Playtests allow developers to make sure that the back-end systems are responding correctly and/or
the monetization platform is doing what it should.
The goal is not just to record the user interactions in order to run more effective tests, but also to test
whether everything's put together and running correctly in a live environment. 
The company wants to make tests for multiplayer interactions when combining different scenarios
and change or tweak the settings to see how the outcome changes based on that.
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Alexander Dzyuba
Sense.Vision
CEO

Alexander’s company does playtests for developers and publishers, such as user tests and UX tests.
When a company has a “pain” with an unknown reason, it helps to quickly diagnose and decide how
to solve the problem so players will like it. 

Clients are more often medium and large companies who are used to planning their budget and
reporting to investors. These companies also understand that they should give explanations, and they
prefer to rely on data in decision making.
In-game statistics are crucial when manipulating the game, but one cannot answer the “why”
questions by calculating “how much.” Planning, build changes, gamedev and programming,
marketing work, and traffic for a minimum of one month is much more expensive and takes longer
than one playtest — and playtests answer those questions more precisely.

Tymon Smektala
Techland
Lead Game Designer

When you do playtests, it's not that easy to get good scores; that actually tells a lot about the
industry in general: people are expecting higher and higher quality.
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Key Takeaway #2: Classification
Playtests that are focused on the technical side of the game can be done
automatically with different types of software. They’re intended to make sure that the
core and server systems are responding correctly, with the main focus being on the
game engine itself as well as the system integrations. User experience, gameplay
mechanics, etc., where the technical and marketing sides of the game meet, is usually
tested manually using, for example, surveys, interviews, and hands-on demos.


To test their builds, developers can use in-house testers (and invite colleagues from
other departments) or external groups of people can be attracted. The only way to get
valuable insights is to attract real players to test the game. Friends and colleagues will
always be biased, and people from the gamedev industry as well as research
specialists will have modified perception. Only players from the target audience or a
wider group of potential users will help you build something new and enjoyable.


Playtests, like other research projects, can be split into two categories: qualitative (this
type of research answers “how” and “why” questions) and quantitative (which answers
“how many/much”). The goal of a quantitative approach in playtesting is to find
numeric estimates, and the goal of qualitative playtests is to find out more about
emotional and behavioral reactions, players’ motivations, and their perception. 


In the playtesting field, an example of an instrument for studying reactions and their
sources is dual recording: i.e. recording the respondent's screen as well as their face.
Before COVID, hands-on controllers could be recorded as well (how someone is holding
a device, how they shake it, hit it, etc). In terms of mobile games, observations are
made on where the player tries to click as well as what objects or buttons they
perceive as interactive ones (when it could be a part of a background). Other
components like motivation and perception can only be studied via different kinds of
interview approaches. 

Joseph Kim
LILA Games
CEO

Joseph’s team is still figuring out the optimal strategy for testing, but right now they do playtests on
three levels
Weekly tests, where they test their own builds
Testing by close partners, investors, etc.
External public tests in a closed beta wave.
Test frequency depends on the game and the roadmap. It is situational, because of the results that
you expect from playtests. Sometimes playtests can be made every week, and sometimes they can
be based upon every new feature.
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Urooj Iqbal
Playdew
PR-Manager

The first step of playtesting a PC game in Playdew is playing it among colleagues, friends, and
families. During this process, they pay attention to the emotions that the game evokes in players:
whether it’s fun to play the game, what is annoying for players, what things they like, etc., in order to
determine the direction of the other gameplay mechanics’ development. Another stage of testing is
alpha and beta testing where the audience is wider than in the previous steps.
There are different methods of playtesting such as manual testing and automated testing with the
use of different software.
Urooj’s company does QA (Quality Assurance) every time they build something new, because it will
cause a lot of other bugs if a problem is skipped. They also do closed alpha-tests with players as well
as open beta-tests.
Urooj thinks that the playtesting process depends on the organization that makes a game. As an
example, she says that, in Pakistan, there are some places which don’t have a QA department at all
because playtesting doesn’t bother them; they just make games, sell them, and move on to the next
products. So, it depends on the priorities and the budget that the company has.

Tamir Nadav

Super Evil Megacorp
Operations Lead

Every company does playtests differently. One common thing that works well for every company is to
connect with the right audience: people who are interested in your product, who play it on different
platforms. For mobile games, playtesting can help to answer the question of how long the game will
perform. In order to do it, developers need to keep contact with the audience.
The frequency of playtesting depends on the feedback from playtesters. The playtests should also be
done when the developer needs to make concrete decisions that they will not be able to change
later. Tamir’s general rule is that, if you are trying to decide whether to do a playtest or not, there are
two questions: “Can we learn things that are different today than what we learned from the last
playtest?” and “What is it that we want to learn from the new playtest?” If you are able to answer
both questions, then you should make a playtest.
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Shane Evans
GameDriver
Co-founder

Shane noticed that automated tests are done with the build that's more of a unit test. So, developers
write unit tests into the project itself which make sure that things like scripts output what they're
supposed to. That's kind of the lowest level of testing that can be done to make sure that all the
atomic units of the game or application are working correctly.
The middle layer of playtests takes a little more time to execute because of the complexity. These
playtests are more on the integrated testing side. They allow you to make sure that back-end systems
are responding correctly and/or the monetization platform is doing what it should.
In the top layer, the company heads it off to manual testing. But in a continuous or agile delivery
environment, even that piece being manual puts a stop to the entire process. Companies can scale
their testing for a very large application or game to just throw more people in there, but this is not a
very effective method because it doesn’t scale as well as it should. Consequently, the respondent
offers to handle the top two layers automatically.
Shane gave an example from Playdead Studios, where the game was tested every day for six years.
Thus, a game tester should test every build that the developer checks in. Playtests should be regular.
If game testers don’t have time to test everything because of a large number of new functions, there
should be some sanity check to ensure that the new features are not breaking the old stuff.

Alexander Dzyuba
Sense.Vision
CEO

There are 2 research methodologies in playtests: 

Qualitative studies answer the question “how and why?” They explain things without measuring and
giving any certain numbers. Quantitative studies measure things with numbers and exact points;
they help to give marketing predictions and know what the measurement error is. Usage of in-game
statistics is an example here. 

There is a method that’s in-between, so to speak: a hall/home test. In this type of test, there are a lot
of participants to build mathematical distributions, but at its core it is qualitative research because it
still answers “how/why.”

There are 3 methods of research:
Interviews
Observation
Experiments
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To estimate the average price for a project, assume it’s a standard project with a playtest, including
an A/B (split) test after release (not for a prototype, as there needs to be something to study) with 25
respondents. Next, those respondents should be selected based on age, gender, gaming hours per
week, preferred genres and devices, and their country of residence, and they should play for 60
minutes. We would then collect data with a questionnaire and a face-face interview 3–4 times per
gaming session (with video recordings). With all these factors considered, including an analytical
report, the average cost would be $2,800–$3,000 dollars for CIS countries and double that in the
USA, very roughly speaking.

There are 3 big groups
CIS — the least expensive (about $3,000 per playtest)
Japan, China, and Singapore — the most expensive part of Asia (more than $6,000)
Others (for example, the USA) — somewhere in the middle (about $6,000 per playtest).
Regarding how they unpack an innovative pack, or when we give them a good, what they try to do
with it first: 

In our field, such an instrument is dual recording; this means recording a respondent's screen as well
as their face. Before COVID, hands-on controllers could be recorded as well (e.g. how someone is
holding a device, how they shake it, hit it, etc). For mobile games, this would be where they try to
click and what objects or buttons they perceive as interactive ones (when it could be a part of a
background). People can forget to mention small things like this in an interview, but those things are
important since they can frustrate people, and it is a good idea to polish so-called “less important
things.”

Tymon Smektala
Techland
Lead Game Designer

The first playtests that Techland did while working on Dying Light 2 were quite encouraging, but the
number of problems that were listed after the first session of playtests was so huge that developers
kind of got a little depressed.

One of the important playtests Techland did last year helped to realize that people are finding
combat mechanics a little too easy and maybe a little bit too repetitive. This was somewhat of a
surprise to the team because they felt that they had it in a good state — that they knew what they
were doing. And the truth is, they did know it but lost focus on keeping up the balance. So, it was
actually good that Techland did those playtests and received that feedback because they were able
to turn this problem around within a very short amount of time (maybe 2–3 weeks). When they
released updates and re-did the playtests (around a month later), the results were completely
different.
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Key Takeaway #3: Approaches
Gaming companies use different approaches when it comes to playtesting: big studios
assemble research teams and develop their in-house testing services, while others use
external test automation software which can be added into the project (like
GameDriver) or outsource playtests to an agency (like Sense.Vision). In-house playtests
are cheaper and more secure, but only if a company has 10+ projects and 3–4 games
to test at the same time. Agencies usually have wider expertise and are able to recruit
audiences and conduct playtests faster.


The process of finding external game testers can be challenging. Companies can
recruit people who have already worked with them or find enthusiasts on Facebook
and Twitter. It is also effective to create Discord groups to get useful feedback from
volunteer testers. There are some special platforms that can help to gather a focus
group; for example, usertesting.com connects companies and testers that fit a given
profile. Using this service, developers schedule calls and pay per player. Due to the
complexity of conducting stress tests with real users, a studio can also use special tools
that simulate them.

Joseph Kim
LILA Games
CEO

The tools and platforms used for testing depend on the purpose of the test. At Lila Games, we used
usertesting.com for small focus groups. We have searched for our own internal focus groups through
Facebook ads and Twitter. The more scalable way to do this with a larger audience is to create
Discord groups and get feedback through them. Discord groups’ members are usually either
enthusiasts who want to know more about a game or early adopters.
To use usertesting.com, you need to sign up and enter profiles of the type of people that you are
interested in. On this service, you can schedule calls for a certain number of people and pay on a per
player basis.
For members of the Discord groups, playtesting is a voluntary work, they are motivated by their
interest for a game or a studio that builds this game.
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Urooj Iqbal
Playdew
PR-Manager

There are different methods like manual testing, automated testing using different software, and
outsourcing to special companies.

Benedikt Engelhard
Cykyria
Founder

At Cykyria, playtesters are found mainly through personal contacts; for example, Twitter followers
and people that the company knows from previous years of working in VR or that have experience in
playing VR games. These people know what the developer side looks like, so they can give valuable
feedback.
The company is going to open up a community in Discord to a very small number of people who want
to test their game. Then, over the course of weeks, the community will open up to more players.
Developers in Cykyria can’t do stress tests with real players. They only have tools which they can use
to simulate these tests, like dropped network packets or network delays, but that also takes time to
test properly.

Tamir Nadav

Super Evil Megacorp
Operations Lead

Tamir’s favorite tool to make playtests in the late stage of development is Discord. In the late stages,
once your product is announced, it is easier to find and encourage specific playtesters (e.g. players
from specific countries), and it is very comfortable to invite them to a Discord server where you can
chat with them, give updates about fixed bugs, etc. It is very important to give playtesters the
opportunity to communicate with developers because they are a huge part of games’ success. Just
make sure not to forget about moderation.
The earlier the stage of development, the less players do playtests. The basic reason for this is that
when the game’s concept is not ready, developers do not want to show it to many people who can be
from the future target audience of the game. It is harder to organize people in the earlier stages of
development because they need to be walked through the experience by a moderator in order to
explain the concept.
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Shane Evans
GameDriver
Co-founder

The tool that is used in GameDriver is a piece of software that developers and testers can introduce
into the game or the project. Introducing this tool is very easy because developers can simply drop it
in, and that allows them to write tests that are separated from their project.
The company has a very active community. There is a channel where they can communicate with
customers directly.

Alexander Dzyuba
Sense.Vision
CEO

The biggest companies do playtest research in-house. The benefits for this are that it is cheaper and
you get to manage this team (and change the level of priorities of tasks), and it is also more secure
(the chances of leaking data are lower). So what's bad? Some downsides are that the expert
knowledge can be one-sided, the in-house team is more relaxed than the outsourced team, and inhouse teams usually have a slower pace. Another problem is the consistency of tasks for such an inhouse research team, or it just burns your money. In order for an in-house team to have enough work,
you need 10 or even more projects in development. It is not worth it for companies with 3–4 games to
have such a team.
Alexander’s company has tried many instruments, and has even developed some of their own useful
tools. They failed in the US market a few times because the market there knows about scams and
viruses, and all their custom-made things stumbled upon people's reluctance to try new things.
They agreed to adapt themselves (Sense.Vision) and their requirements to tools that are more widely
known and don’t make respondents concerned or skeptic.

Sense.Vision tools
For questionnaires — Google Forms. It has the most important features, while lacking some
important tools like “what … if” conditions for displaying questions (simplified). The big plus is that
it works great on all devices and browsers. When people see Google logos and something familiar,
they feel at ease
For interviews and screen-recording — Zoom. Everyone got to know Zoom thanks to COVID. 95% of
the target audience knows what Zoom is and how it works, as well as what to do if something
doesn’t work.
For analysis, it depends on analysts who work on a specific project. Everyone’s got their favorite. If
there is a lot of data — SPSS. Because most of the researchers are qualitative researchers —
Microsoft Office / Google Docs, which helps to synchronize everything.
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Key Takeaway #4: Frequency
The frequency of testing is dependent on the company size, number of builds,
capacity, roadmap, and budget. Playtests have to be conducted consistently or when
a developer needs to make a game-changing decision. Tests with in-house
participants can be done weekly or even daily, especially when there’s in-house
software or enough budget for outsourcing, while tests with real players, especially
manual tests, require additional team resources or budget for outsourcing.

Joseph Kim
LILA Games
CEO

The expectations from the results change depending on what stage of development you are at. For
example, you can do playtests to determine monetization or to look at the general feel of the game,
etc. That is why expected results are different in different situations.

Urooj Iqbal
Playdew
PR-Manager

Manual playtesting is an essential part of game development, and, of course, testers need to play
one game over and over again in order to find all the bugs and check if they are fixed. But still there
are always some bugs left because testers and developers get used to the game and overlook some
bugs. That is why a fresh perspective is always good, as the experience of a player who plays the
game for the first time will be different from the developer’s, who made the game and knows
everything about it, and it can help to make the game come more naturally.
Urooj’s company does QA (Quality Assurance) every time they build something new because it will
cause a lot of other bugs if a problem is skipped. They test everything from animations to any other
bugs. For example, for the current game that Playdew is developing right now, they already have
various builds, and each of them was internally tested. They did a closed alpha test with players and
an open beta test. Urooj thinks that it is always good to test as much as possible and, also, that every
member of the team should try to find issues and tell the QA department about them.
The mobile games industry makes updates and tests much faster than console and PC industries,
because mobile games must constantly change and update.
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Tamir Nadav

Super Evil Megacorp
Operations Lead

Playtesting is useful in a number of ways, but the biggest takeaway for the company is understanding
what your product is going to be because when you are at the playtest stage, it is your last chance to
form your understanding of the product concept.
For mobile games, in the stage before launching the game Super Evil Megacorp looks at KPI through
crash percentage, retention, session time, number of sessions per day, and everything that tells about
a user's first experience especially. For monetization system testing, Tamir would look at spending
metrics.

Shane Evans
GameDriver
Co-founder

Depending on the scenario of games and projects, it might be more important to test core
functionality on a per-build basis every day. Other tests can be less frequent but more exhaustive.
The focus of the testing is on the game engine itself and providing the inputs from all the different
devices working across different platforms.
Another difference with studios is how they approach testing. In complex games, systems are tested
— not gameplay. Testers need to be sure that all components of the system are working by
themselves and together. There is a traditional stereotype that a tester is a low skilled role and that is
why testers do not get enough investment in the tools that can improve their competency.

Alexander Dzyuba
Sense.Vision
CEO

On average, it is once every 2 months with those who are actually valuable to the research. Ideally, it
would be nice to conduct such studies a little more often. Maybe once a month, but smaller ones.
These would be cheaper with more feedback to developers, which would support them more. One
should only test if there are changes that are visible to players. If nothing changes, there is nothing to
test. UX could be the same, but if the developers balanced or changed something, playtests are
needed to understand if players enjoy changes.
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Tymon Smektala
Techland
Lead Game Designer

Nothing goes according to plan. You can have the best design on paper, but as soon as you try to
implement it, you might find that there's this mountain of problems that you have to overcome. And
when you implement it and people play it during playtests, you might find an even bigger mountain
of player feedback that you have to consider.
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Key Takeaway #5: Problems & solutions
Among the main problems in conducting playtests, developers note difficulties in
selecting the target audience. Developers also fear for security when they provide
access to the game to testers. The testing process and results analytics are very
resource-intensive, and there is also the human factor with human limitations: blurry
eyes, loss of concentration, etc. Many studios don't test games often enough, even
though they would like to. External playesting agencies and platforms can help indie
developers by recruiting a target audience or creating a userbase for testing, as well
as improving security by providing legal support for developers and testers.

Urooj Iqbal
Playdew
PR-Manager

First of all, you need to have a proper target audience, where you can have your build out. You also
need to sign NDAs with testers so your game won’t be leaked. This risk is repelling developers from
playtesting, too. Other problems mentioned are the money part (playtesting is quite expensive) and
controlling all the information (questions to the testers, collecting feedback, and analytics of the
feedback).

Benedikt Engelhard
Cykyria
Founder

Benedikt thinks that virtual reality playtesting is a difficult topic because today’s users have many
devices like different VR headsets with various resolutions, or different headphones. Thus, it is hard
for developers to conduct tests in such a way that everything functions properly.
Normal players wouldn't notice things like shimmering or weird textures because of a lack of
experience.
Benedikt didn’t find useful platforms for playtests that are connected with VR gaming. However, he
thinks that the ability to test users’ actions simultaneously in multiplayer games could be a significant
feature of a playtesting service.
At Cykyria, developers don’t have time to test games often. They should test much more, but they
have to choose between testing stuff or working on things that need to be done.
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Cykyria can’t do stress tests with real players. There are only tools to simulate these tests like dropped
packets on the network or network delays, but that also takes time to test properly.

Tamir Nadav

Super Evil Megacorp
Operations Lead

In the earlier stages of development, it makes sense to show a game to a wider, more diverse group
of people, because there can be a second market that you don’t know about. Once you get closer to
the launch, you should get playtesters from your target audience. At this stage, the diversity in the
hardware should be present.
On the subject of confidentiality, if the game has not been announced yet, NDAs and interviews with
playtesters are usually very serious in order to avoid leaks. In the latest stages of development, NDAs
are less serious (and are sometimes foregone entirely), and developers might even ask playtesters to
speak about the game to hype it up.
In Tamir’s experience, one of the hardest things in playtesting is to direct interaction between
playtesters and developers. Generally, it is best to either have a community manager within the
company who acts as a filter between the community and the development team or to get mature
playtesters who can be promoted to junior moderators.

Shane Evans
GameDriver
Co-founder

Many companies across the game industry are not doing this consistently, and even that very basic
piece of the unit testing is not being done as well as it should be.
Shane’s opinion is that people underestimate the significance of the gaming industry in society; it is
much bigger than people think. 


The development process is very complex and important, but right in the middle of it there is another
manual process of testing driven by people who have only two hands. Either you increase the number
of hands or you make those hands more efficient.
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Alexander Dzyuba
Sense.Vision
CEO

If a game hasn’t been released to the public yet, then an NDA needs to be signed. At this stage, a lot
of people fall out, especially ones from North America. Sense.Vison’s agreement is very short and
straight, and they also give respondents a feedback form which allows them to share confidential
information.
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Key Takeaway #6: Fututre
Interviewees see the future of playtesting in the automation of technical tests, which
will free up testers' time for more creative tests that automated software cannot do.
The main goal of playtest automation in GameDriver, for example, is not to replace
testers, but to free up their time so testers can be sure that the core functionality works
correctly and focus on other characteristics that make a game enjoyable. 


Experts also consider integrating research into gameplay and creating a special
version of a game where players will be informed of an ongoing study while playing.
Sense.Vision, for example, is working in the direction of dedicating playtesting
analytics to algorithms or AI (artificial intelligence). It doesn’t mean that there will be
no people; they will just solve tasks of a higher level and have more opportunities to
make much higher quality games.

Urooj Iqbal
Playdew
PR-Manager

Urooj believes that there will be more firms that specialize in playtesting and that the playtesting
industry will grow. She also thinks that the playtesting industry will give more attention to the money
side of games and the bugs that come along with it.
The pandemic gave a push to the opportunities of online, outsourced work, so Urooj thinks that
people will be outsourcing more, especially toward low-cost regions.

Benedikt Engelhard
Cykyria
Founder

Benedikt thinks that it would be an interesting idea to have a group of people from different
countries where the company can spin up services (e.g. the USA, as well as European and Asian
countries). However, the company doesn’t currently have people who can test in these countries.
Benedikt hopes that there will be more people with VR headsets in the future and, thus, there will be
more people in VR playtesting positions.
urrently, every player can test mobile or console games and get a gift, so it would be great if this
method could be applied to VR in the future.
C
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Playtest automatization is difficult in VR because, in this case, the goal is to fool a brain into thinking
it's somewhere else and doing something else. Basic mechanics like inventory management could be
automated, but developers need to take the perception of the individual into account, so it is always
important to have a real person test stuff since a machine cannot judge what is immersive and what
is not.

Tamir Nadav

Super Evil Megacorp
Operations Lead

One of the new trends in playtesting that Tamir likes is the growing integration between development
teams and playtesters. Companies are starting to share their roadmaps for future releases. Another
thing that they do is integrate results of the playtesting within social media so the playtesters get a
shoutout.

Shane Evans
GameDriver
Co-founder

Shane thinks that when the automation of repetitive tests becomes an ordinary thing, then
developers will make much higher quality games because their focus will move from working on the
game to its other characteristics like making a game more fun and enjoyable.
Shane’s opinion is that people underestimate the significance of the gaming industry in society; it is
much bigger than people think. 

The development process is very complex and important, but right in the middle of it there is another
manual process of testing driven by people who have only two hands. Either you increase the number
of hands or you make those hands more efficient.
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Alexander Dzyuba
Sense.Vision
CEO

Alexander sees automatization and research as a part of gameplay as a big part of the future of
playtesting. Sense.Vision did an experiment by imitating real conditions, but it is different from a real
gameplay event. They are also currently working on integrating research into the game as a special
version of the game with research questions inside. This way, players will be informed of an ongoing
study while playing. Potentially, this can be used for data collection and emotion analysis following
special events in the game (like losing 3 times in a row and what the respondent feels at that
moment). Currently, it is done manually. 

Alexander’s company is working in the direction of dedicating to algorithm playtesting, and this
doesn’t mean that there will be no people; they will just solve tasks of a higher level. In addition to all
this, AI and eye-tracking are other areas Alexander thinks are going to play a role in the future of
playtesting.
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